
Work with a partner 
of same ability 

Shape & Variables  
USE MODIFY CREATE Page 1 
Start Scratch and load  
shapevariables 

Use (Run the program lots of times but don’t change the code) 
 
Purple Sprite Questions 
1, In the main program at which x and y location does the hexagon start drawing? 
 
2, How many steps are taken during the program before the last eqi_triangle procedures is 
drawn? 
 
3, Does changing the sidelength variable by 10 make the next triangle larger or smaller? 
 
4, How many shapes are affected by the sidelength variable? 
 
5, Which block of code assigns a number to the sidelength variable? 
 
 
Green Sprite Questions 
1, How many times is a square drawn? 
 
2, Where do the squares all start drawing from on the screen? (Hint XY) 
 
3, What is the perimeter of the first square drawn? 
 
4, What is the perimeter of the second square drawn? 
 
5, Which code blocks initialise the program? (Set it back to its original starting place and 
get rid of any effects of the last time it was run) 
 
6, How many counted loops are there in the whole program? 
 
 
 
 
Now mark your work using the answer sheep 
 



Work with a partner 
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Shape & Variables  
USE MODIFY CREATE Page 2 
Start Scratch and load  
shapevariables 

Modify (Make small changes to the program) 
 
Purple Sprite Questions 
 
1, Increase the amount of time it takes to draw a triangle? Explain what you did? 
 
2, What happens if you type in a number between –10 and –30? Why do you think it does 
this? 
 
3, What do you need to change to make the whole pattern draw in the top quarter of the 
screen? 
 
4, What happens if you change sidelength by minus 10 instead of positive 10? 
 
 
 
Green Sprite Questions 
 
1, Can you modify the code so that a user is asked to input the side length as a number? 
 
2, Can you modify the code so that each shape changes colour between red and green? 
 
3, Can you modify the code so that shapes are drawn nearer to each other? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Now mark your work using the answer sheep 
 



Shape & Variables  
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Make (Choose one or more of the make challenges) 
 
1, Create one or more new shape procedures which are adapted by the  
sidelength variable. 
 
2, Create a repeated pattern of shapes that get larger but ensure that no shape  
overlap any other shape. 
 
3, Create a procedure called moresquares that draws 10 squares of different sizes using a 
variable to change the length of the sides. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work on 
your own 

Choice 



Shape & Variables USE MODIFY CREATE Answer Sheep 

USE ANSWERS 
Purple Sprite Questions 
1, In the main program at which x and y location does the hexagon start drawing? 
X –150 y0 (1 mark) 
2, How many steps are taken during the program before the last eqi_triangle procedures is drawn? 
60 40 40 50 total 190 steps (1 mark) 
3, Does changing the sidelength variable by 10 make the next triangle larger or smaller? 
Larger (1 mark) 
4, How many shapes are affected by the sidelength variable? 
Three or all of them or hexagon, square and three triangles (1 mark) 
5, Which block of code assigns a number to the sidelength variable? 
Ask and answer (1 mark if mention either) 
Green Sprite Questions 
1, How many times is a square drawn? 
10 times (1mark) 
2, Where do the squares all start drawing from on the screen? (Hint XY) 
X50 y120 (1mark) 
3, What is the perimeter of the first square drawn? 
40 steps (1mark) 
4, What is the perimeter of the second square drawn? 
80 steps (1mark) 
5, Which code blocks initialise the program? (Set it back to its original starting place and get rid of any 
effects of the last time it was run) 
Set sidelength to 10 and clear (1mark) 
6, How many counted loops are there in the whole green sprite program? 
4 (1mark) 
 
MODIFY ANSWERS 
Purple Sprite Questions 
1, Increase the amount of time it takes to draw a triangle? Explain what you did? 
Add a wait block inside loop (1 mark) 
2, What happens if you type in a number between –10 and –30? Why do you think it does this? 
Draws the shapes upside down above current location minus steps moves backwards instead of forward 
(1 mark)  
3, What do you need to change to make the whole pattern draw in the top quarter of the screen? 
go to x and y block increase y (1 mark) 
4, What happens if you change sidelength by minus 10 instead of positive 10? 
Triangles decrease in size (get smaller) (1mark) 
Green Sprite Questions 
1, Can you modify the code so that a user is asked to input the side length as a  
number? 
Use an ask and answer block similar to purple sprite input (1mark) 
2, Can you modify the code so that each shape changes colour between red and 
green? 
One solution is on the right (1 mark) 
3, Can you modify the code so that shapes are drawn nearer to each other? 
Change sidelength variable to a smaller number than 10 (1mark) 


